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Ickham and Well Parish 
Quantitative Analysis of Responses to Parish Questionnaire, 2018. 

1. Rate of response 

Roughly one third of all households in the parish responded to the questionnaire (a proportion similar to 
typical turnout in local elections), and, as the table below shows, the geographical distribution of responses 
closely aligns with the geographical distribution of the parish population.  

There are, therefore, reasonable grounds to suppose that the responses reported in what follows are likely to 
be broadly indicative of opinion within the parish as a whole and within its constituent parts, though it should 
be noted that older members of the parish are disproportionately represented among respondents and that 
only one response was received from someone who works but does not live in the parish. 


Number and age profile of respondents/respondents’ family members
Age Bramling (16) Ickham


(49)

Seaton (6) Wingham Rd, Lee 
Priory Garrington 

(6)

Parish Total


(77)
10 or under 2 11 2 2 17

11-17 1 8 0 1 10
18-65 17 50 5 10 82
66+ 7 32 5 5 49
Total 27 101 12 18 158

Total % 17.1 63.9 7.6 11.4 100
Percentage of 

Properties in Parish
15 60 8 17 100
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Throughout this report, a colour code is used to denote the domicile within the parish of respondents/
respondents’ family members:


Bramling

Ickham

Seaton

Wingham Road/Lee Priory/Garrington


2. Use of different modes of transport sometimes/often/always 

Car/Van - 158
Motorbike  - 13

Shared Motor Transport - 33
Bus - 79

Taxi/Private Hire - 68
Bicycle - 73
Walk - 121

0 40 80 120 160
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Approximately half of all respondents (and those they represent) use local bus services.  We asked principal 
respondents in households where there are bus users whether they thought there was a need for bus 
shelters in the parish: 


(*Principal respondents only)


It is notable that while the majority of bus-using households across the parish did not see any need, six out 
of seven respondents domiciled in Bramling thought there was need for a bus shelter (or shelters) at bus 
stops on the A257. 


Yes - 19*
No - 22*

0 5 10 15 20 25 30
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3. Number experiencing problems parking in the parish 

While a substantial majority of respondents rarely or never experience parking problems in the parish, a 
sizeable minority in Ickham do, and it is clear from comments that the great majority of problems occur in 
The Street.  However, there is no consensus on any proposals to deal with parking problems in the parish:


Sometimes/often/always  - 53
Never/rarely - 109

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110

Numbers approving/strongly approving of the following measures re 
‘parking problems’ in the parish

Yellow Lines - 34
Parking Bays - 27

Parking Permits - 33
Parking on Church Green - 20

Parking on New Village Green - 21
Parking Bays on Village Green - 27

Do not change things - 77

0 20 40 60 80
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4.  Speeding and related traffic issues. 


Clearly, speeding is seen as a significant problem in the parish by a large majority of respondents.


Sometimes/often/always - 137
Never/rarely - 21

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140

How often do you think speeding causes a problem anywhere in the 
parish?

Never - 0
Rarely - 21

Sometimes - 34
Often - 67

Always - 36
0 18 35 53 70
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We asked members of the parish for their opinions on various measures that might be taken to deal with 
traffic problems in the parish.


As can be seen from the chart above, there is strong support across the parish for reductions in current 
speed limits on major and minor roads in the parish.    It is also notable that a high proportion of respondents 
in Bramling and Wingham Road/Lee Priory/Garrington wish to see improvements to (and an increase in the 
provision of) pavements along stretches of the A257.  


Numbers approving/strongly approving of the following 
‘solutions’ to traffic problems in the parish

Rumble strips - 31
Speed cameras - 60

A local speedwatch - 62
Streetlighting in villages - 35

Yellow lines - 19
More pavements - 72

Quiet Lanes Scheme - 45
Sleeping policemen - 59
Signs to warn cars -  94

Signs to warn pedestrians - 76
Reduced speed on main roads -  123

Reduced speed in villages - 130
Width restrictions -  70

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130
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There is no consensus in favour of other traffic calming proposals, but the questionnaire did also explicitly 
ask respondents


Plainly there is considerable support for this proposal among those who completed the questionnaire.    


The questionnaire also asked explicitly asked members of the parish about pavements, potholes and verges/
hedges: 


Do you think the safety of the Cherville Lane junction with the A257 would be improved 
if Cherville Lane became a no-through road allowing traffic to enter from the A257 but 

not to go out onto the A257?


Yes - 94
Don't Know - 25

No - 34
0 25 50 75 100

How concerned are you about inadequate pavements?

Very/Extremely  - 63
Moderately - 23
Not/slightly  - 63

0 40 80 120 160
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Evidently, the overwhelming majority of respondents are very concerned about potholes in the parish. 
Concern about pavements is evident particularly among inhabitants of Bramling and Wingham Road/Lee 
Priory/Garrington, and the same is true in respect of inadequate maintenance of verges and hedges. 


5.  Policing 

How concerned are you about potholes?

Very/Extremely  - 144
Moderately - 12
Not/slightly - 2

0 40 80 120 160

How concerned  are you about verges/hedges not cut back?

Very/Extremely  - 110
Moderately - 38
Not/slightly - 11

0 40 80 120 160

How satisfied are you with the policing of the parish?

Very/Completely - 31
Moderately - 65
Not/slightly - 49

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
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(*Other options were ‘not a problem’, ‘a very mild problem’, and ‘a mild problem’.)


Other than that with respect to speeding, responses to the parish questionnaire do not suggest widespread 
concern about the policing of the parish or about any particular variety of crime or anti-social behaviour.  


Number regarding each of the following as a moderate 
or severe problem* in the parish

Garden bonfires  - 13
Trespass - 14

Speeding - 133
Drunkenness, rowdiness and foul language - 31

Vandalism inc. graffiti  - 8
Littering - 65

Mugging and threatening behaviour - 2
Theft from homes - 22

Theft from gardens/outbuildings - 36
Noise - 13

Loud music - 21
Fireworks - 17

0 35 70 105 140
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6. Environment 

Concern about maintenance of verges and hedges is evident in responses from Bramling residents, as is 
dissatisfaction with current arrangements to deal with fly tipping, though in no areas do responses indicate 
that dissatisfaction extends to more than a minority of the overall population in the parish.  


Footpaths in the parish are almost universally used by members of the parish:


Number not satisfied or only slightly satisfied with current 
provision for:

Maintenance of verges and hedges - 48
Maintenance of trees and woods - 25

Litter bins - 41
Collection of street litter - 60

Street cleaning - 51
Clearance of gutters and drainage ditches - 66

Dealing with dog fouling - 64
Prevention/dealing with fly tipping - 79

Dealing with abandoned cars 25
0 20 40 60 80

How often do you or any in your household use the footpaths around the 
parish? 

Sometimes/often/daily - 157
Never/rarely - 1

0 40 80 120 160
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By and large, respondents do not often experience problems with footpaths:


A majority of respondents expressed themselves very or moderately happy with local provision of 
playground facilities for children, and there is only minority support for the idea that the New Village Green 
should be used as the site for a new children’s playground:   

Number experiencing problems often/always as a result of:

Poor Way marking - 7
Lack of signposts - 2

Bushes/nettles - 16
Dog fouling - 41
Other users - 4

Badly maintained stiles - 8
Crops across path - 7

Mud/water - 27
Locked gates - 0

Barbed wire - 2
High stiles - 12

Farm animals - 15
0 10 20 30 40 50
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It might be thought that support for a children’s playground on the New Village Green would be more evident 
among household members than among principal respondents, but this is not the case:  

How satisfied are you with the local provision of children's playground 
facilities?

Very/Completely  - 74
Moderately - 30
Not/slightly  - 36

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

Approve or strongly approve of the following proposals for use the 
New Village Green:

Children's play park - 65
Village community allotment/farm - 30

Allotments - 9
Orchard - 36

Use part for a pavement - 39
Improve picnic/open area 63
Leave things as they are - 34

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
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With regard to the Church Village Green there is widespread support for the provision of village/parish 
parties and summer concerts:  

What is your attitude to the development of a Children’s 
play park on the New Village Green?

Strongly Disappove/Disapprove (Principal respondents)   - 19
Strongly Disapprove/Disapprove  (Household members) - 22

Neutral (Principal repondents) - 23
Neutral (Household members) - 19

Approve/Strongly  approve (Principal respondents)   - 28
Approve/Strongly approve (Household members) - 37

0 10 20 30 40

Approve or strongly approve of the following proposals for use the 
Church Village Green:

Use some to improve roadside parking - 51
Leave area as a wild flower meadow - 84

Summer concerts -  117
Village/parish parties - 126

Replace sycamores with less costly  alternative - 59
Leave things as they are - 47

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100110 120 130
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7.  Housing and development 

How would you feel about each of the following housing and local development proposals? 

Single new houses

Disapprove/Strongly disapprove - 42
Neutral - 54

Approve/strongly approve -  52
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150

Developments containing small numbers of new houses

Disapprove/Strongly disapprove - 80
Neutral - 33

Approve/strongly approve - 37
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150

Developments containing large numbers of new houses

Disapprove/Strongly disapprove - 140
Neutral - 11

Approve/strongly approve - 2
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150
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Developments prioritising affordable housing

Disapprove/Strongly disapprove - 66
Neutral - 40

Approve/strongly approve - 39
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150

Business premises developments

Disapprove/Strongly disapprove - 88
Neutral - 44

Approve/strongly approve - 13
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150

Farming premises developments

Disapprove/Strongly disapprove - 44
Neutral - 71

Approve/strongly approve - 24
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150
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8.  Use of the Village Hall 

The questionnaire asked respondents about their appetite for attending a wide range of events at the Village 
Hall.  The most popular suggestions were those around markets:

Number likely or very likely to attend the following at the Village Hall

Yoga/Tai Chi - 32
Pop up Restaurants - 53

Barn Dance - 35
Choir - 16

Over 60s club/day group - 6
Flower Arranging - 24
After School Club - 2

Photography - 17
Folk Music - 15

Bring and Buy - 31
Bridge Classes - 10

Computer Classes - 14
Painting classes - 15

Amateur Dramatics - 14
Language classes - 28

Dance classes - 27
Youth club - 9

Car boot/table sales - 56
Farmers' market - 107

Monthly produce exchange - 44
Nursery 7

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110


